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Abstract. In this paper the existence of a unique measure of maximal entropy for
rational endomorphisms of the Riemann sphere is established. The equidistribution
of pre-images and periodic points with respect to this measure is proved.

1. Introduction
The present paper deals with the dynamics of the rational function

P(z)
f(z)= where P, Q are polynomials

of the complex variable, regarded as an analytic endomorphism of the Riemann
sphere S2. The dynamics of such a system depends essentially on the behaviour of
trajectories originating from the critical points of the endomorphism /. We shall
demonstrate nevertheless that certain ergodic and entropy properties of / are
common to all rational functions.

In [6] it was shown by potential theory methods that if f(z) = P(z) is a polynomial,
then the pre-images / m (z) have an asymptotically uniform distribution with respect
to some invariant mixing measure (for z an arbitrary point of the plane C, except
for at most one z). In § 4 we shall extend this result to all rational functions, using
the concept of almost periodicity. The measure fi is supported on a set of irregular
points of the function /. The dynamical system (/, /A) is exact. We shall consider a
more general equation

where <p is a rational function, and show that the distribution of its roots is also
asymptotically uniform with respect to the measure /A (if <p differs from the two
excluded constants). When <p(£) = £ we have the theorem on distribution of periodic
points of /. So we strengthen the classic result on density of periodic points in the
set of irregular points.

In § 6 we shall show that the topological entropy h(f) of the rational endomorph-
ism / equals In deg /, which proves the conjecture by Bowen ([5]). A brief exposition
of our proof was given in [21]. So rational endomorphisms are the simplest ones
in the class of homotopic smooth maps of the sphere S2. The measure /x is that of
maximal entropy for /. We verify that / is asymptotically Ji-expansive which yields
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another proof of existence of a measure of maximal entropy. Finally we shall prove
the uniqueness of the measure of maximal entropy.

Rational maps of the Riemann sphere closely resemble expanding endomorphisms.
Under certain assumptions they are indeed expanding on the set of irregular points.
The proofs of our results are substantially simplified in this case; they can also easily
be obtained by means of symbolic dynamics (see [15], [16], [17] & [13]). In the
general case the restriction of a rational endomorphism to the set of irregular points
should, perhaps, be treated as an expanding endomorphism with singularities.

2. Almost periodic operators in the Banach space
Let A be a bounded operator in the complex Banach space 3ft.

Definition. The operator A is called almost periodic if the orbit

of any vector <p e 3ft is strongly conditionally compact.

The Banach-Steinhaus theorem implies that if A is an almost periodic operator,
then

||Am||<C for some C m = l , 2 , . . . .

The eigenvalue A and the related eigenvector are called unitary if |A| = 1. The set
of unitary eigenvalues of the operator A will be denoted by

specu A.

Consider the following subspaces:

S8U, the closure of the linear span of the unitary eigenvectors of the operator A and

(Here and later the convergence is assumed to be strong.)
The 'weak' version of the theorem that follows is given in [14].

Theorem on splitting the unitary discrete spectrum. If A: 8ft-> 8ft is an almost periodic
operator in the complex Banach space 3k, then 3ft can be decomposed into the direct sum

3ft = 38u + S80-

Proof. We shall follow the ideas of [19], [20]. Consider the semi-group

S = {Am}Z = l

of operators in 53. This is a topological abelian semi-group in the strong operator
topology. Almost periodicity of A is equivalent to conditional compactness of the
semi-group S. It is easily derived from this that the set

of at -limit operators of the semi-group S is a compact abelian group. Consider the
unit P of the group G. Being idempotent, P is a projection. We show that

33U = Im P, 8ft0 = Ker P

which will imply the required statement.
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Let us restrict all the operators of the group G to the subspace

B = Im P.

We get a strongly continuous representation T of the group G on B. A vector <p e B
is called a weight vector if there exists a character x e G such that

LEMMA. The set of weight vectors of the representation T is complete in the space B.

Proof. Let ^ e G b e a character of the group G. Consider the operator

P-.B^B, P =

where integration is carried out with the Haar measure on G. We check in the
standard way that Px is a projection onto the subspace of weight vectors of the
group G corresponding to the character x- Thus we must verify that the system of
subspaces

is complete in B. Let / e B* be a functional orthogonal to all subspaces Im Px,
This means that for any vector <p e B and any character x G G,

I f(Tg<p)x(g)dg=f(Px<p)=O.

i.e. all Fourier coefficients of the matrix element f(Tgtp) equal 0. By the Peter-Weyl
theorem

Setting g = P, we obtain

f(<p) = O.

Finally, since <p is an arbitrary vector from B, f = 0. The lemma is proved. •

We continue the proof of the theorem. Let us show that any weight vector <p of
the representation T is a unitary eigenvector of the operator A. Note that if g e G,
then Ag e G. Hence, for <peB,

Besides

\x(AP)\ = l,

as G is compact. By the lemma we get
ImP = BczSgH.

Conversely, let <p be a unitary eigenvector of the operator A. Since Pe S, <p is a
unitary eigenvector of the operator P. Finally, since P is a projection, <p e Im P. Thus,

mu c Im P.

Now, let cp e Ker P. Since P is an co-limit operator for S, there exists a sequence
mk/* oo such that

Amk<p->P<p=0.
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Hence, for mk<m<mk+1 we obtain

||A"V||<C||A"V||->0 m^co, where C= sup |]Am||<oo.
1< m<oo

Therefore,

Ker P<=380.

Finally, let <p e 38O. As before, we have

Jty = lim Am*<p=0
mfc-»oo

i.e.

380<=KerP.

The theorem is proved. •

COROLLARY. Let A: 38 -> 38 fee arc almost periodic operator in the complex Banach
space 38. Assume that

specu A = {1}

arcd frce /?o/«r A = 1 is a simple eigenvalue. Let rc # 0 fee arc invariant vector of the
operator A. Then there exists an A*-invariant functional fi e 38*, ju(rc) = 1, such that

Proof. Under our assumptions 3SU =Lin{n}. Then the projection P on 38U, parallel
to 38O, has the form

where /x e 38* is a functional orthogonal to 3#0 and normalized by the condition
= 1. The convergence

is obvious on 8ft0 and Lin{«}, so it takes place on the entire space 38. Finally,

ji(A<p)«= lim Am+l<p=iJ.(<p)h
m-*oo

and, therefore, /n is an A*-invariant functional. •

3. Preliminary considerations of dynamics of rational endomorphisms
The results given in this section, except proposition 4, are identical or similar to
those reported in [10], [18], (see also [24], [6]).

Let S2 be a unit sphere in U3 with the induced metric d. By means of the
stereographic projection the sphere S2 is identified with the complete complex plane
C. The meromorphic functions become maps

f:U^S2

where U is some domain in S2.

Definition 1. The family of meromorphic functions {/„}„ defined on the domain
U c S2 is called normal, if it is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets of U.
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Definition 2. The point a e S2 is called an excluded value for the family {fa}a if

Va V z e t / fa{z)*a.

The Montel theorem. If a family of meromorphic functions has three excluded values,
then it is normal. Further, let

bea rational function (the polynomials P and Q are relatively prime). We shall denote
by n the degree of the related endomorphism / : S2 -> S2; deg / = max (deg P, deg Q).
The equation /£ = z, for any z has n roots (taking account of multiplicities).

For n = 1 the dynamics of / is trivial, so later we assume n s 2.

Definition. The point z e S2 is regular for / if the family {/m}m=i is normal in some
neighbourhood of the point z; otherwise z is irregular.

It follows from the Montel theorem that if U is a neighbourhood of an irregular
point, then the complement of Um=i f"U in the sphere is at most two points.

Remark. The point z is regular if and only if the trajectory {/mz}m=i is stable in
the sense of Liapunov.

The set of irregular points is denoted by F. It follows directly from the definition
that F is compact and invariant with respect to / and f~l, the latter symbol denoting
the operation of finding the inverse image. A periodic point z # oo with a period p
is called a sink (resp., a source) if

For z = oo, one should substitute 1/z for z. Sinks are obviously regular. Let z be a
source with a period p (assume z y*oo). Then

That implies

| ( /TU) | -»oo m->oo.

Hence a source is irregular.

The density theorem. The set of sources is dense in F.

If <p is a linear-fractional transformation of the Riemann sphere, then (p~xf(? is
called a Mobius transformation of /. A rational function / is (up to Mobius transfor-
mation) a polynomial if and only if there exists a point a such that

r 1 a = { a } -
Indeed, if <p(<x>)-a, then the rational function <p~lf<p has no finite poles, i.e. it is
polynomial.

Now, let zeF. Assume that the family {/m}m=i in any sufficiently small neighbour-
hood of the point z has only one excluded value a. Then f~Aa ={a}, since the set
of excluded values of the family {/m}m=i is obviously invariant with respect to f~l.
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So the situation is as just described. Let the family {/m}m=i possess in the neighbour-
hood of an irregular point z two excluded values a and b. Then there are two
alternatives:

(1) a and b are fixed points; then, up to Mobius transformation, f(z) = z";
(2) a and b form the second order cycle; then, up to Mobius transformation,

In any case:
(i) excluded values of the family {/m}m=i in a small neighbourhood of an

irregular point z do not depend on z (later they will be called excluded points of / ) ;
(ii) excluded points are regular;
(iii) the set of excluded points is attracting and, therefore, has a base of invariant

neighbourhoods;
(iv) the sets of excluded points of the functions / and fm coincide, (m =

2,3,.. .)-

PROPOSITION 1. Let Ubea domain containing an irregular point, and K be a compact
set containing no excluded points. Then there is an N such that

Proof. Expand K to a compact set L containing no excluded points such that fL^> L
(which is possible since the set of excluded points has a base of invariant neighbour-
hoods). The density theorem implies that U contains a source £. Let p be its period.
Then there exists a neighbourhood V c [/ of the point £ such that

f"V 3 V.

Since £ is an irregular point of the function /, Montel's theorem implies

U
m=0

Since L is compact and {/pm}m=o is an increasing sequence of open sets, we have,
for some /:

f'V 3 L.
Finally, as fL => L, then

t / 3 / m V 3 L = > K •

COROLLARY. For any non-excluded point z and any irregular point £ there exists a
sequence {zm}°^ = i, such that

zmef~mz and zm^£ m^oo.

To show this just set K ={z} in proposition 1.

PROPOSITION 2. / / there exists a family {/7m }m,A of single-valued analytic branches
of the inverse functions f~m in the domain U, then this family is normal.

Proof. Normality is a local property. Hence it suffices to check it in the proper
neighbourhood of each point zeU. Let £ be a periodic point with period p > 3 such
that z does not lie in its orbit
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Then there exists a neighbourhood V c ( / o f the point z such that

V n 0(0 = 0-
Hence, the set O(0 is excluded for the family {/rm}m,A in the neighbourhood V.
Now we use the Montel theorem. •

V is said to be compactly contained in the domain U (V g U) if V c [/.

PROPOSITION 3. Lef t/ contain an irregular point and let {/xm}m,A £>e a family of
branches of fm in the domain U. If V<§ 17,

diam(/7mV)H>0

Proof. Consider a domain [7' such that

V i l / ' c [7,

[7' contains an irregular point 6, and

\S2\U'\>2,
where |X| denotes the cardinality of the set X. Let f^"k -* (p uniformly, as k -» oo,
on compact subsets of U. Assume <p ^ const. Then, according to the Hurwitz theorem,
there exists a neighbourhood Y of the point a - <p(b) such that

for sufficiently large k. So fm»Y <= U'. But

a = lim/;k
m^GF.

By proposition 1, for any non-excluded point z and sufficiently large m, ze fm Y.
Since |S2\t7'|>2, then outside U' there are non-excluded points and, therefore,

fmY<£ U'

for large enough m. The contradiction we have arrived at shows that <p = const.
Therefore, for any convergent subsequence {/A™* }"=I we have

diam (f~k™
k V)-*0 as k-»oo.

Since the family {/Im }m,A is normal, then

diam(/AmV)^0 asm^co. D

Denote by Z the set of critical points of the function / (i.e. points in whose
neighbourhood / is not a local diffeomorphism). Let

m

zm = \jf'z
i = l

be the set of critical values of the function fm, for 1 < m < oo,

If a simply-connected domain U does not intersect with the set Zm, then nm

single-valued analytic branches f~k
m, 1 < A < nm, of the function /~m exist in C/. In

the general case denote the number of all branches in U by o-m(U).

PROPOSITION 4. Let U be a simply connected domain and U nZt = 0. Then
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Remark. Thus, for large /, single-valued analytic branches of the function f~m are
connected with the overwhelming majority of roots of the equation /m£ = z, ze U.
Proof. We show by induction that

m-l

nm-<rm^T I nl (1)

where the sum on the right-handside is 0 for m < /. For 1 < m < /, nm branches of
the function f~m exist in U, and this estimate is trivial. To make the inductive step
m ~» m +1 consider am simply-connected domains f^m U, A = 1 , . . . , crm. Since these
domains do not intersect, then at most -r of them contain critical values of the
function f~l. There exist n single-valued analytical branches of/"1 on each remaining
domain. Composing these branches with corresponding ones of the function / m,
we obtain at least

branches of the function f~^m+1\ s o the estimate (1) is valid. Taking a less severe
estimate, we obtain:

4. Distribution of roots of the equation fm£ =
Consider the operator A:C(S2)^*C(S2) in the space of continuous functions on
S2; the operator is denned as follows:

(A<p)(z)=- 1.?{Z) <peC(S2), zeS2,

the roots of the equation /(£) = z are counted with their multiplicity. The operator
A is well defined, as the roots of the latter equation depend continuously on z.

Denote the function that is identically equal to 1 by 1. If K <= S2, then we shall
denote supzsK \<p(z)\ by ||<p||K. By 'measure' we mean the complex regular Borel
measure.

THEOREM 1. There exists an A*-invariant probability measure /JL on the sphere S2

such that

[|Am<p-| | <pdn|1]| ^ 0 asm^oo

for any compact K <= S2 containing no excluded values of the function f. The measure
/j, is supported on the set F of irregular points.

Proof. First assume f~xK<^ K. Then the factor-operator

(AK<p)(z)=- I q>(£) <peC(K), zeK,
n ler*z

is well denned.
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LEMMA 1. AK is an almost periodic operator.

Proof. Let e > 0. Find 8 > 0 such that if z, £ e K and d(z,£)<8, then

\<p(z)-<p(£)\<e/2:

Set

We are going to check the equicontinuity of the family {Am<p}°^ = l in the neighbour-
hood of an arbitrary point ze K.

First suppose that zi. Z^. Find / such that

< e,

and a simply-connected neighbourhood U of the point z, such that

UnZ, = 0.

By proposition 4 there exist

branches /*m of the function f~m in U. By proposition 2 this family of branches is
normal. Hence, there exists R > 0 such that

which implies

M/:mz)
Thus for d(z, £) <R we have:

4r| i
n LA=I

<e /2 + e/2 = e.
Suppose now that z e K n Zx and 2 is not a periodic point. If f'u = z, then /mu # 2
for m> I. Hence, there exists /, such that

I
uef mz vef m(

Let /~'z ={2,}"=i where the points z, are counted with multiplicity. We have already
proved that there exists R > 0, such that

Making use of the continuous dependence of the roots of an algebraic equation on
its coefficients, find p>0 , such that if d(z, £)<p, then the points of f~l£ can be
numbered, counting multiplicity, £ , , . . . , £„>, and we have d(zh £D < R, i = 1 , . . . , n'.
Note also that

l ' = - l I (AZ<P)(U).
n uef~'v
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Therefore, for d(z, £)<p we obtain

n j=i

for m = 1, 2 , . . . .
Suppose, finally, that z e K is a periodic point, /pz = z, and that f is the multiplicity

of the root £ = z in the equation /p£ = z. Then t<np, for otherwise z would be an
excluded point for f and, therefore, for /. The multiplicity of the root t, = z in the
equation /p'f = z is f'. Find /, such that

Let z, be the roots of the equation

different from z. Since all z, are non-periodic points, we can find R > 0, such that

for i = 1 , . . . , np' — t'; m = 1, 2 , . . . . As before we find p > 0, such that

where & are appropriately numbered points from f~plC, for / = 1 , . . . , npl -1'. Finally
for d(z,()<P we obtain

n L i=i

(We used the fact that AK is a contraction and that is why
So the family {A%<p}cZl=1 is equicontinuous in the neighbourhood of any point

zeK. It has been mentioned that ||A£(p||< M. By the Arzela theorem {A£<p}m=i
is conditionally compact in C(K) and lemma 1 is proved. •

LEMMA 2. specu AK = {1}, S8U = Lin {!}.

Proof. Let A e specu AK and <p ^ 0 be the related eigenfunction:

- I
n Cef-

Let z be the maximum point of the function |<p(£)|. It is easy to see that if
then

Iteration shows that if (ef~mz, then
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By the corollary to proposition 1 for any irregular point x there is a sequence
{zm}m=i, such that

zmef~mz and zm-»x, m^oo.

Hence,

A"V(z)->p(x),

and that implies A = 1.
Assume temporarily that <p is real. Let z be the maximum point of the function

<p. By a similar argument we come to the conclusion that for any irregular point x,

In the same way we show that

where £ is the minimum point of the function (p. So
min cp = max cp,

hence cp = const. If cp is not real, then one must treat the real and imaginary parts
separately. •

Proof of theorem 1. Lemmas 1 and 2 have led us to the conditions of the corollary
to the theorem on splitting the unitary discrete spectrum. There exists a complex
A% -invariant measure /JLK on the compact K such that

•M cpdixAx cpeC(K).

We regard fiK as a measure on the entire sphere S2. Let us show that fiK is
independent of K. Notice that Fc K. Indeed, let z e K; z is not an excluded point
for /, so

F^ U rmz^K,

(we still assume that f~lK<^K).
Let us fix some irregular point £ e F. Let <p e C(S2) and (pK be the restriction of

cp to K. Then

I cp dnK = = lim (AZ<pK)(O= lim Am<p(O-
m->oo

The expression on the right is independent of K, so /J.K too is independent of K.
Further,

I (Atp) dfj, = I (AK<pK) dnK = I <pK dfjLK = 1 <p dfj..

Therefore, /A is A*-invariant.
Let us show that supp fi=F. Since f~lF = F and F contains no excluded points

of the function /, we have n = /iF. Hence,

supp (i = supp fiF <= F.
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Conversely, let z e F; <p e C(F), <p > 0 and <p(z) > 0. We assert that

f

J
Consider the neighbourhood

U = {£eF\<p(O>0}

of the point z in the set F. By proposition 1, for some N we have

Hence Ap<p >0. But then Ap<p > cH for some c> 0; therefore, for m >:N we have

This implies that

\ tp d/j. = lim (A)?<p) dju. > c.

Finally, let K be an arbitrary compact set containing no excluded points. Since the
set of excluded points has an invariant neighbourhood base, there exists a compact
set L=>K containing no excluded points and such that flL<^L. But then

Am<p- | ^ ^

The theorem is proved.

V - | <pdJ\ = A Z V - |
J ML JL

'0.

•
The operator A is similar to that of Ruelle, and the above theorem is similar to
the Ruelle version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem ([26], see also [4], [27]).
Nevertheless the theorem stated above is not contained in the framework of the
referred theorems. On the other hand, the Ruelle version can be proved from the
standpoint of almost periodicity.

The next theorem states that if z is a non-excluded point, then the roots of the
equation fm£ = z (counted with or without their multiplicity) have asymptotically
uniform distribution with respect to the measure /x.

We shall denote by Sc a unit mass concentrated at the point £. Introduce the
following measures:

_ 1

where the roots of the equation /m£ = z are counted with multiplicity;

1 „ .

where the roots of the equation /m£ = z are counted once regardless of their
multiplicity and Xm,z is their total number.

THEOREM 2. For all points z e S2, except at most two, the measures nma and \x'ma

converge weakly to a probability measure /i. independent of z. The measure fi is
supported on the set of irregular points.
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Proof. Set K ={z} in theorem 1 where z is a non-excluded point. We obtain

I cpdnmtZ=Am(p(z)^\ (pdfi,

i.e. the sequence 1 ^ , } ^ , converges weakly to the measure fj.. We intend to show
that

/ C Z H > / X asm ->oo.

As in the proof of theorem 1, consider the following three cases:
(a) zi Zoo; then all the roots of the equation / m £ = z, for m = 1, 2 , . . . , are

simple, i.e.

Mm,z=Mm,2-
>M asm -»oo.

(b) z e Zoo and z is an aperiodic point. Then for some N we have

r/v2nzoo=0.
Let f~Nz = {zu ..., zXN} where zt are pairwise different and XN = XN,Z- Then

and, therefore, by (a),

Hm + N,z = ^ 1 I S(= I Mm, *,--»/*
XNH i (ef mz, XN i

as m^oo.
(c) 2 is a periodic point with period p. Let

l*'= lim fi'mz
m,-*oo

be a limiting measure for the family {Mm,z}m = i- We show that fj.' = (x, and this, due
to the compactness of the space of probability measures, will imply the required
result.
Check that for all e, there exists N such that

Xm-<B
Xn

for m = 1, 2 , . . . . Indeed there exists /, such that in f~mz at most / points belong
to Zoo, m = 1, 2, It follows that

i.e.

Xm+N n Xm+N

for sufficiently large N; (Xm+N^00 as N->oo since 2 is a nonexcluded point).
Now, find k such that

Xm
< e

Xm~kp
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for m > kp +1. We have

{j rim-kp)

where z, are those roots of the equation fkpC = z that differ from z. Hence

1 1 Xk"~1

/C,2=— I sc+— I I sc
Xm [zf~ir"~kl"2 X™ i = 1 £e/~('"~k'"zi
Y >. 1 "k"~1
Am — kp t . -*- y /

M m — kp,z ' 2 J Xm — kpl-^ m — kp,Zi'
/Cm /Cm i = \

Passing to the limit of a subsequence {m,}, we obtain

/i ' = T? + /A where||-r7||<2e.

Since e is arbitrary, the theorem is proved. •

Let <p(z) be a rational function of degree k. Then the equation /mf = <p(£) has
nm + k roots counting multiplicity. Placing into each root a mass proportional to
its multiplicity, we obtain a probability measure

Consider another measure

m,*, = Z
m

where only different roots are counted, Xm.v being their total number. In general,
we shall denote by i//m^(U) and Xm,v(U) the number of roots of the equation
fm£ = <p(0 counted with or without their multiplicity respectively, provided they
are contained in the set U;

THEOREM 3. / / a rational function tp differs from the excluded constants, then

Km,»^M and Mm.^M asm^oo

(the convergence is weak).

Proof. We assume that <p ̂  const. Let il be an open set on the sphere. Fix a point
c e <pft\Zoo, a natural number / and an e > 0. Cutting the sphere in the proper way,
we find a simply-connected domain

which contains c and some irregular point, and ^(^>~lX) = 1. Set

X = (p

and find open sets U, V, W such that

5)V3>W, CEtpU

and
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Let {f~K
m IX^j be the family of all branches of the function f~m defined in the domain

X. We know that

0<n m -o- m <2rn m " '

by proposition 4. Introduce the notation

U = <pUmX, r = d(V,dU)>0.

By proposition 3 find N such that

m>N=>diam/r m f /<r A = l, . . . ,o-m.

Suppose that a=f^mc& V for some m, A. Then

where

B(a;r)={z:d(a,z)<r},

is a circle of radius r with the centre at a. Since <pB(a; r )c (/,

By the fixed point theorem there exists z = z(m, A), such that (fxm<p)(z) = z, which
implies that z is a root of the equation fm£ = <p(0- Since z(m, A) elm/A"1, z(m, A) ?*
z(m,a) for a ^ A. Hence, for m > N the number AV^t/) of roots of the equation
fmC = <p(£) contained in U is not less than the number tm( V) of points of the form
f~K

mc, A = 1 , . . . , o-m, contained in V. But

Hence,
1 Mm

2TM-']. (1)

Now let v — limmk^oo ^mk,v be a limit point for the family {/J.m,v}m of measures. Then

v(fl)> lim
mt-»oo

As / and e are arbitrary, i/(n)>/A(ft). S o v ^ / i and since v and /A are probability
measures, v = /x. Finally, t- is an arbitrary limiting point for the precompact family
{/Wlm, so ,u,m><p -»/i as m -» oo.

We have shown above that

(though we only used the inequality il>m,v(U)^tm(V)). Besides,
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So the main estimate (1) is valid for the measure ix'mip:

=—~ s [ / x ( V )

This estimate implies the rest automatically. •

COROLLARY. Periodic points of a rational endomorphism have an asymptotically
uniform distribution with respect to the measure ft.

Remark. The measure /t was constructed in [6] when / is a polynomial. In this
paper /J. appears as the Robin measure on the set F. This property does not hold
in general for a rational function. A similar measure for expanding mappings was
constructed in [1].

5. Ergodic properties of the dynamical system (/, /*)
For the concepts and facts used below see, for example, [25].

PROPOSITION 5. The measure p. is f-invariant.

Proof. Let <pe C(S2). Since the measure n is A*-invariant,

(<P°f) dfx. = A(<p°f) dfjb.

But
A(<p°f) = <p.

Let e denote, as usual, the partition of the sphere into one-point subsets; let vz

denote the conditional measure on the element of the partition /~'e containing the
point z; and let

denote the operator of conditional expectation:

=

Finally, let U be the isometry of L2{fi) induced by the endomorphism /, and
let U* be its adjoint operator. P is orthogonal projection onto Im U. Hence
UU* = P, i.e.

LEMMA.

n C: fl=fz

The operator A is the restriction of U* onto the space C(S2).

More precisely, U*j = jA where the homomorphism j : C{S2)^ L2(n) corresponds
in a natural way to the continuous function element of the space L2(/A). In the
following j will be omitted, to simplify notation.
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Proof. For cp e C(S2) we have

(UA)<p(z) = A<p(fz)=- I 9U)=\<pdtiUl.

Hence

<p dfi = (UA)(p dfi = ( <p dnijzJ dfi.

Since the conditional measures are uniquely denned by the property

ti <peC(S2),

the first part of the lemma is established. The second part follows from the first:

A<p(fz)= \ <pdpUz=\ <pdpz = U<p{fz) <peC(S2). •

THEOREM 4. (a) The dynamical system (/, /A) is exact.
(b) The entropy JtM(/) equals In n.

Proof, (a) It follows from theorem 1 and the above lemma that

j
in the space L2(^t). But this property is equivalent to the exactness of /.

(b) It follows from the above lemma that the conditional entropy H(f~le\e)
equals In n. But

We shall prove the reverse inequality in the next section. •

Remark. It is possible that the system (/, n) is isomorphic to the one-sided Bernoulli
shift with n equiprobable states.

We shall formulate the following results without proof.

THEOREM 5. The measure /x is mutually singular with the Lebesgue measure on the
sphere.

We shall say that z e S2 is a point of the first kind if:
(a) z is irregular, or
(b) z is regular and all limit functions of the family {/""}„ = i in a neighbourhood

of z are constants.
Otherwise z is a point of the second kind.

PROPOSITION 6. Let z be a point of the second kind. Then there exists a component
U of the set of regular points such that

(a) fkU= U, for some k; <p{fk£) = A<p(f), £e U, where <p is a conformal map
of U onto the unit circle or onto the ring, |A| = 1, and arg A is irrational;
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(b) fmz G U for some m.

THEOREM 6. Assume that F i* S2. Then for almost all (with respect to the Lebesgue
measure) points of the first kind we have

fmz -* X, as m -> oo.

COROLLARY. Assume that F ̂  S2 and X is finite and does not contain neutral
periodic points. Then the Lebesgue measure of F equals 0.

The last result strengthens the results of Fatou [10] and Brolin [6]. It seems plausible
that, if F ̂  S2, then the Lebesgue measure of F always equals 0.

6. Entropy of the rational endomorphism of the Riemann sphere
A brief proof of the main result of this section is given in [21].
Let M be a metric space with distance d ; Z = { z , , . . . , z , } b e a finite subset of M;
\Z\ = t be the number of elements in Z. Let

d(£,Z) = mm d(£,z) feM,
zeZ

B(Z;r)={£eM\dU,Z)<r}.

Let 0 < e < 8, 0 < k < 1. Set

Pz(0 = PzU; 8, k) = min {kd(£, Z), 8}.

Denote by y(S, k, Z, e) the least number of points ux,..., uy such that

U B ( u M ; P z ( M M ) ) 3 M \ B ( Z ; e ) ;
M = l

systems with this property will be called feasible.

LEMMA. Let M = B(Z; 8) c R2, where U2 is the Euclidian plane. Then

y(8, k,Z, e ) < C(k)\Z\\ln (8/s) + A(k)].

Proof. Consider the r-neighbourhood B(Z; r) of the set Z. Its boundary is a
collection of arcs Lit of circumferences

left after deleting arcs, contained in the circles B(Zj-,r), j^i, from S,. Each S,
contains at most t—l such arcs. Consider some of these arcs

Let <Pij be its angular size. Let ul(=e),u2,...,us be a sequence of points on Li;

such that the arcs [MM, M^+J , 1 ^ / A ^ s - 1 , have their angular size equal to k, and
0 < [ u s , / ] < f c . Then

k
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Having applied this procedure to all arcs L^ of the circumference St, we obtain at most

2TT 2irt
—+f-l< —
k k

points. Having processed all the circumferences we obtain at most 2irt2/k points
«!,. . . ,«;. It is important that this estimate is independent of r. It follows by similarity
that there exists a = a(k) > 1, also independent of r, such that

U B(KM; kr) => B{Z; ar)\B(Z; r).

Perform the above construction for all values of r = a'e<8. The number of such
values does not exceed

Therefore, we shall obtain not more than [2Trt2/(kln a(fc))](ln (S/e) + ln a(k))
points Ui,...,Uy The system constructed has the following property:

U B(uM; kdiu^Z)) => B(Z; 8)\B(Z; e) = M\B(Z; e).

Since

kd(ufJi,Z) = pz(uti),

the system {«M}£ = i is feasible. Hence, y(8, k,Z, e ) < y, and we have obtained the
required estimate with

C(k)=. ,2n
n,, A(k)=lna(k). a

k In a(k)
PROPOSITION 7. Let M be a smooth compact two-dimensional manifold with the
Riemannian metric d. Then

y(8, k,Z, e)<C(fc)|Z|2(ln (8/e) + A(k)) +R(8, k).

If SI is a dense subset of M, then the related system {u^}Jl = 1 can be chosen from SI.

Remark. The logarithmic dependence of the estimate on e is most essential. The
form of dependence on 8 and k is of no importance, since these parameters do not
vary with 'time'.

Proof. The proof consists of applying the lemma locally on the manifold, combined
with the use of the local equivalence of the manifold Riemannian metric and the
plane Euclidian metric. Some difficulties arise close to the map boundary. The
complete proof is rather cumbersome, but we shall bear with it to the end.

Denote by d the Euclidian metric on the plane IR2, and by D(z; r) the Euclidian
circles (to avoid confusion with similar objects on the manifold M).

Consider the atlas

on the manifold M. There exist open sets Us <s Vs such that

U U* = M.
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For some 9?,, ̂ 2 > 0 the following estimates are valid:

%d(z, 0 s d(<p,(z), <p,U)) ^ <MU £)

If X c M, then denote the complement of X by CX. Fix cr and K, such that

0 < O - < K < inf max d(z,CUs)
ZeM s:ZeU'

which is the Lebesgue number of the atlas {Us}'s=l. Denote {z e Z\d(z, CUS) > a}
by Zs

a. Then

z=\jz'K.
s=l

Set

d0 = min {(K - &)<€J4<<?2; a}.

Let us prove the required estimate for 5 < So.
The relation 8<(K-O-)/2 immediately implies that

B(Zs
K;S)nB(Z\Zl;e) = 0.

It follows from here that

B(ZS
K; S)\B(Z; s) = B{ZS

K; 8)\B(Zl; e) (1)

We shall apply the lemma for the parameter values

5 = « 2 5 , e = <€xe, k = (<€l/<$2)k.

If X c Us, then we denote vJC <= R2 by X.
Since 5 < o-, the sets B(ZS

K; 8) and B(Z^.; e) lie within the set Us. Therefore, we
have

<psB(Zs
K; 8)\<psB(ZU e)^D(Zs

K; §)\D(2l; £).

Combining the latter inclusion with (1), we obtain

B(ZS
K ; 8)\B(Z; e) <= <p-x[D{Zs

K ; 8)\D{Zl; £)], (2)

where (p^1 is the operation of taking the inverse image; (actually, as we shall see
later, when 8 < 80 the set D(ZS

K ; 8) lies within Us).
Further we use the lemma, with the data {8, k, Z%, e) to construct the minimal

feasible system {MM}, and choose those of them which satisfy the condition

D{ul; £i(«M, ZD) n D{ZS
K; 8) * 0.

Then our system {«^} .̂s=i has the following properties:
(a) d(ul;Z'K)<28;

(b) 13 D(«i;faJ(fi',Z^))=)D(Z;;8)\D(Zi;e);

(c) ys<

where A,(fc) = A(fc) + ln
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We check that w^ e Us. Indeed,

d(Zs
K, CUS)> <ex&{Z"K, CUS)> <€XK > 28> <!(« ' , ZS

K),

and we obtain the required relation. Thus we can "consider the system

Now check the relation

d«,Z) = d(«i,Z'). (3)

By (a) we have
1 1W

d(ul,Z'K)* — Z(ul,Z'K)*—*8.
«! ^l

Hence,

(3) follows immediately. Further,

From the inclusion (2) and property (b) of the system {M£}£=I it follows that

The latter two inclusions imply

Finally, taking the union over all the maps of the atlas, we obtain the system of
points {«M}£=i such that

(a) U # K ; kd(UfL, Z)) 3 B(Z; S)\B(Z; e)

and their number )3 is estimated as follows

(b) P=Z's=iys<Cl(

where d(k) = lC(k).
As before we may assume

(c) %;W(«)1,Z))

Suppose temporarily that k < \. Then (c) implies

From here we obtain
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Hence, Pziu^) — kd(u^, Z). Thus the system {«^}^=i is feasible for the set B(Z; 8).
Now we must make it complete on the whole manifold M. For this purpose we
consider the minimal (fcS)-net {«M}£=/3+i of the set M\B(Z; 8) (belonging to this
set). The number of elements y — fi in this net does not exceed the number Ri(S, k)
(independent of Z and e) of elements in the minimal fc5/2-net of the space M Thus

B e s i d e s , s ince d( i / M , Z ) > 8, p z ( w M ) >k8,/j.=f3 + l,...,y. H e n c e ,

U BK;te(u,J)= U

and we have obtained the required estimate for 8<80, k < \.
Now we shall get rid of the last constraints. To do this, set

fc' = min(fc,\), 8' =mm(8,8J2) and e' =min (e, 8'/2),

the latter is needed to guarantee the relation e ' < 5'. Note that, with Z fixed, the
function y(8, k, Z, e) increases when 8, k, e decrease. Therefore,

y(8, k, Z, e)^y(8', k', Z, e') s C(k)t2(ln (S/e) + A(k)) + R(S, k)

where C(fc) = C,(fc'), A(k) = A,(fe') + ln 2, R(8, k) = R^S', k'). We have obtained
the required estimate.

Finally, to prove uniqueness of the measure of maximal entropy (see § 7) we need
u^eil, 1 < JU, < y, where il is some dense subset of the manifold M. It suffices to
construct a minimal feasible system {u^} with parameters (8/2, k/2, Z, e) and
approximate M^ by the points uM eft in such a way that

B(ull;Pz(ull;k,S))^B(u'li;pz(u'lt;k/2,S/2))

for l<)i t<y(5/2, k/2, Z, e). Only the constants C, A, R will change in the
estimate. •

As before, we shall denote Euclidian circles in the plane C by D(u; p)-to be
distinguished from circles B{u; p) in the spherical metric d. Let g(z) be a holomor-
phic function in the circle D(0; p). By M(g,R) (resp. m{g,R)) we denote the
radius of the circle with the centre at g(0), circumscribed (resp. inscribed) over
(resp. in) the domain gD(0; R). We shall need
The Koebe distortion theorem. Let 0 < r < l . Let the function g(z) be holomorphic
and univalent in the circle D(0; p). Then

M(g, rp)
m(g, rp)

The proof is given in [7].
-a-

PROPOSITION 8. Let 0<r]< v/2, 8>0. There exists k = k(rf, 8)e (0,1) possessing
the following property: if

h:B(u;p)^S2 0<p<v

is a univalent meromorphic function, taking no values from some Tj-net X on the
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sphere, then

hB(u;kp)cB(hu;8).

Proof. Let w be the point diametrically opposite to the point hu = v, i.e. d(v, w) = IT.
Let £eB(w; 17) nX. Then d(v, £)> -n-t).

Consider the two isometries of the Riemann sphere

We have <p(£) = 00, t/>(w) =0. Consider the function

g = (phil>~\

It is meromorphic and univalent in the circle

Since £ is an excluded value of the function h, <p(f) = 00 is an excluded value of the
function g, i.e. g is holomorphic in the circle 5(0; p).

Set a) = g(0). As <p is isometric, then

d(a),oo) = d(v,€)>Tr-71.

Hence,

d(&>, 0 ) = 77- - d ( w , 00) < 77.

The function h takes no values from the 17-net <pX. Hence, there exists an h -exclusive
value

£&B{u>; T?)

The estimates

are valid in the circle 5(0; 2TJ) = £>(0; tan 77). Therefore,

Thus

By the distortion theorem

[-rj 2i

(r is fixed once and for ever). Let
2 ij/l-A2

By the Schwartz lemma

g, fc tan ^ =Af(g,^(r tan | ^ <^M^g, r tan fj<S/2.
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So

^ ; fc tan HcD(a>; 5/2).

Return now to the spherical metric. Since d(z, f)<2|z —£|, it follows that
D(w; 5/2) c B(u; 5). Since

7, 0<fc<l ,
z z

we have
/ n\ /

fctan^ .
B(0; fcp) = D(0; tan | j c £>(();

Hence, gJB(O; fcp)c B(w; 5). Returning to the function ft, we shall obtain the
required result. •

We shall make use of the definition of the topological entropy in terms of
(m, 5)-nets (see [2], [9]). Let / : K -» K be a continuous endomorphism of a compact
metric space K with distance d; X^K. Define the metric dm as

dm(x,y)= max d(f'x,f'y).

Set

Bm is a ball in the metric dm. Denote the minimal number of elements in (m, 5)-nets
of the set X (i.e. in 5-nets of the metric dm) by rm(X, 5). Then

1
hAX) = lim lim — In rm{X, 5).

If X = K, then we shall write rm(X, 5) = rm(S), and ft/(X) = h(f) is the topological
entropy of the endomorphism /.
Write

<f>s(x)={yeK\d(fix,fiy)<S, i = 0 , l , . . . } .

The following entropy-type characteristic of / is defined in [2]:

hf (8) = sup hf{<t>s(x)).

xeK

The endomorphism / is called h-expansive if there exists 5 > 0, such that ft * (5) = 0,
[2].
The endomorphism / is called asymptotically h-expansive if limg^0 ft*(8) = 0, [22].
In [9], [11], [12] it was shown that

ft(/)= sup ftM(/)

where Mf(K) is the space of /-invariant measures. If ft(/) = h^(f), /J. e Mf(K), then
ix is called a measure of maximal entropy.
We now give a construction of an (m, 5)-net for a rational endomorphism of the
sphere. Fix 17 e (0, IT/2) and find k = k(rj, 5) e (0,1) by proposition 8. Consider a
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finite 77-net X of the Riemann sphere containing all the critical points of the
endomorphism /. Set

m

xm = U fx
1 = 1

for m = 1, 2 , . . . . Finally, set
5

em=- 2Lm

where L is the Lipschitz constant of / in the spherical metric. Let {«M}£"=i be a
minimal feasible point system constructed according to the data (5/2, k, Xm, em)
(thusym = y(5/2, k, Xm, ej).

Let z G S2. Consider the trajectory {/'z}710 of length m. Suppose that for some
;e[0, m - 1 ]

fzeS 2 \B(X m ; E m ) and fJ+izz B(Xm; em).

Then we can find a point «M in the feasible system and zv e Zm such that

fzeS(uM;pm,M) and fi+lzeB{z»; sm)

(where pm,M = Px,,,(«M))- Furthermore, pm^ < fed(«^, Xm), so in the circle
B(MM; (l/fc)pm,M) there exist all branches /* ' , l ^ i s m , 1 < A < n', of the function
/~m. Being inverse to a single-valued function, all f~K' are univalent. /* ' take no
values from the r;-net X Each branch is uniquely determined by its value at some
point. We shall single out /*.' in the following manner:

where f = f'z, l s / < ; . By proposition 8

d(n;m!u)<8/2 l</<; . (1)
Set uMiAy = /Aj' wM. It is easy to check that

Hence, (1) can be rewritten as

or
d ( / V v / ' z ) < 5 / 2 i = 0 , . . . , ; - l . (a)

Furthermore, since pm/1 < 5/2,

d(f>z,/'«MjAy) = d ( f z, «M) < 5/2. (b)

Finally, f'+lz e B{zv; em) implies that

d(fiz,f->-1zt,)<Li-i-ld(ft+1z,zr)<8/2 i=j+l,...,m. (c)

If, for all J' = 0, 1 , . . . , m, we have f'zi B(Xm; em), then, (set j=m), there exists a
point uAliAm = /An

m uM such that

It, on the contrary, f'z e B(Xm; em) for i = 0 , . . . , m, we can find (set j = -1) a point
z,, e Xm, such that

d(fiz,f'z,)<8/2 i = 0 , . . . ,m .
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So to each point z e S2 we assign a moment of time - 1 < / < m and a pair of points
*V,A> ^> such that the 'start' {f'z}{=0 of the orbit of the point z is 5/2-close to the
orbit of the point v^ (see (a) and (b)), while the 'finish' {/'z}7L/+1 is 5/2-close to
the orbit of the point zv (see (c)).

For each triple/G [-1, m]; v^k = /A~7MM = 1 , . . . , ym\ A = 1 , . . . , n') and zv e Xm,
find the point x - x(j, /x, A, v), such that the triple (/, uMiA, zv) corresponds to the
point x in the sense just described (if such a point x exists). Then for any point
zeS2 there exists a point x = x(j, p,, A, v), such that

d(fz,fix)<8 i = 0,...,m.

Therefore, the points x(j, /*, A, v) form an (m, 5)-net of the sphere S2.
The following theorem provides the answer to the question formulated in [5].

Some partial results for endomorphisms of degree 2 were obtained in [8].

THEOREM 7. Let f: S2 -* S2 be a rational endomorphism of the Riemann sphere. Then

h(f) = \nn.

Proof. By the Goodwin theorem [12],

(see theorem 4(b)). The estimate h ( / )> lnn follows also from the Misiurevich-
Przytycki theorem [23].

To prove the estimate from above we make use of the constructed (m, S)-net
{x(j,n,X, v)}. Here - l < / < m ;

1 < n < ym < C(k)\X\2m2(m In L + A(k)) + R(6, k) = O(m3)

(by proposition 7); 1< A < n ;< nm; 1< f<|Xm|<|X|m. Therefore, the number of
elements in our (m, 5)-net is equal to O(m5nm). Hence

rm(5) = O(msnm).

From here it follows immediately that h{f)s\nn. •

Remarks. (1). This calculation shows that only the parameter A brings about an
exponential contribution. Later we shall use this fact several times.

(2). The estimate h(f) < In n we have just proved fills the gap in theorem 4(b)
as h^f) < h(f). Theorem 4(b) and theorem 7 show that the measure /i constructed
in § 4 is of maximal entropy.

(3). The smooth endomorphism f:S2^S2 of the compact manifold can be
naturally regarded as the 'simplest' if h(f)-^ h(g) for any smooth endomorphism
g homotopic to /. The Misiurewicz-Pryzytycki theorem and our theorem 7 show
that a rational endomorphism of the sphere S2 is the simplest.

THEOREM 8. The rational endomorphism f of the Riemann sphere is asymptotically
h-expansive.

Proof. Fix e > 0. Let p(e) be the lower bound of those p > 0 for which the function
/ is univalent in the circle B(z;2e) for d(z,Z)> p. Set

or(e)= sup ||/'z||
zeB(Z;p+2e)
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where

is the spherical norm of the derivative. Finally, find v=v{e) from the equation

o-"V~v = \.

Obviously,

V(E)->0 ase-»0.

Let z e S2. Denote the number of points from the trajectory {f'z}TJo contained in
B(Z; p) by vm(z), (vo(z) = 0). Let Em(z) be the set of roots of the equation /m£ = C
contained in Bm(z; 2e). We show that

For m = 0 we have

Suppose by induction that

|

Evidently,

Now consider two cases:

(1) d{z,Z)<p. We have

|£m(z)|

But

(2) d(z, Z) > p. Then the function / is univalent on B{z; 2e). Since

Em(z)^B(z;2e),

f is an injective map of Em(z) into Em_i(fz). Hence,

|£m(2)|<|£m_1(/2)|<n"'-.( /z ) .

But

vm(z) = vm.1(fz).

Now set

/ = /m(z) = max{i|l <i<m, ^ ( z ) s vi}.

Then f,(/'z)> vi, l < i < m - / . Indeed, otherwise we get

Since /< /+ (<m,we have a contradiction with the choice of /.
Fix 0 < S < e. We intend to show that
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Let {xk}
r
k=i be an (/, 5)-net of the set <£e(z). Consider £e<£E(z) and find k such

that £eB,(xk;8). Show that

d{f'+ixk, f'+il) s 8tr'tf'z)L'-*tf'z) ( s S^L 1 "") ' = 5)

f o r O s i s m - / . For i = 0 this leads to a valid estimate

Consider two cases again:
(1) d{fl+iz, Z) s p. Then f'+ixk e B(Z; p + 2e) and, therefore,

d(fl+i+lxk, fl+i+lC) * d(fl+ixk, fl+i£)cr.
But

(2) d(fl+iz, Z) > p. Then in any case

d(fl+i+1z,fl+i+10
and we get the required result, since

Therefore, for all 0 s i < m -1 the estimate

d(f'+ixk, fl+iC) s 5o-"i(/'2)L'""(/'2) < So-1"!0"^' = 6

is valid. Hence, £e Bm(^k; 5). Thus the set {JCk}^! is an (m, 5)-net for </>£(z) and,
therefore,

Since the opposite estimate is evident, we have proved the required equality.
Further, consider the minimal (/, 5)-net of the set <££(z), chosen from the points

of the (/, 5)-net constructed above. Each element of this (/, 5)-net is uniquely
determined by the data (;', DMJA, ZV). But in the situation considered A can take on
at most n"m different values (with /, /x fixed). Really,

uM,A e BjU; 8/2)

for some £e <f>e{z), since otherwise the (/, 5)-net could be decreased. Hence,

Besides, rM,A satisfies the equation f'£ = uM. So, v^k e £,(z), with c = uM. But

Therefore, there are O(m5rt*m) triples of the indicated form. Thus,

and we conclude from here that

1
hf(<f>c{z)) = \\m lim — In rm(0c(z), 5)< v In n.

8->0 m-»oo m

The point z is arbitrary, so

hf(e) = sup hf(<t>e{z))< v In n.
S 2
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Finally,

v= v(e)-*O ase-»O

implies asymptotic /i-expansiveness. D

COROLLARY 1. If f is a rational spherical endomorphism, then the functional h^if)
on the space of invariant probability measures is semi-continuous from above.

COROLLARY 2. A rational spherical endomorphism possesses a measure of maximal
entropy.

Proof. In [22] it was shown that any asymptotically fr-expansive endomorphism
possesses the property of the first corollary. The second property follows from the
first one.

Remarks. (1) Actually the second property contains no new information, since the
measure fi constructed in § 4 is of maximal entropy.

(2) A rational endomorphism / (and even its restriction to the set F of irregular
points) does not have to be fo-expansive. For instance, if fz is a source for some
critical point z, and the trajectories of other critical points converge to attracting
cycles, then f\F is not h-expansive. As seen from the proof of theorem 8, however,
if F contains no critical points, then f\F is h-expansive.

7. Uniqueness of the measure of maximal entropy
The following lemma is a variation of the Goodwin theorem, suitable for our
purposes. In fact, it is contained in [3]. For the sake of being self-contained we give
its proof here.

LEMMA 1. Let f:X->Xbea continuous endomorphism of the compact metric space
X, ix be an f-invariant ergodic probability measure on X. Let Y <= X and (JL( Y) > 0.
Then

K(f)^hf(Y).

Proof. We restrict ourselves to the case of finite-dimensional X. Then there exists
a Borel partition

2={2l,...,2k}

into arbitrarily small subsets, such that the covering

has multiplicity that does not exceed dim X + 1 = M. Consider the covering X
consisting of open sets

k-M

X\ U 2>,s l< i 1 </ 2 <-- -</ f c _ M <fc .
s=l

Let e0 be the Lebesgue number of this covering. Then for e < e0 any ball B(x; e),
xeX, intersects at most M elements of the partition 2. It follows that any ball
Bm-i(x; e) intersects at most M m elements of the partition 3).
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Denote the element of the partition 3)m containing the point x by 2m(x). By
the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem

M / ) = -lim — l
m

for almost all points x. In particular, this is true for almost all x e Y. By the Yegorov
theorem there exists a set U<=• Y such that fi(U)>0 and

uniformly on U. Hence, for any S>0 we can find an N, such that for m>N the
estimate

M ( S m ( : c ) ) < e x p [ - ( ^ ( / 3 ) - 5 ) m ] xeU

is valid. Let 2™,..., 3>? be elements of the partition 3)m intersecting U. The above
argument implies that

Further, let {*,,..., xr} be a minimal (m, e)-net of the set Y, r = rm( Y, e). Consider
the map <p: { 1 , . . . , S}-»{1,. . . , r}, <p{i)=j provided that 3)? n Bm_i(^; e ) ^ 0 , (if
there are several such y's, we choose any of them). <p~lj consists of at most Mm

elements. Therefore,

s<Mmrm(Y,e).

We have

Hence,

1
& lim — lnrm(y,e)ahM(/,®)-S-ln

m-><x> m

As 5 is arbitrary, and the partition 2 is arbitrarily fine, then

Now substitute fm for / :

M^)£M/)~lnM.

We obtain the required result when we let m -» oo. D

LetE = { 1 , . . . , n}; 0< K < 1. Consider the set Gm(K)<= £ m of sequences with length
m where the element 1 occurs at least Km times.

LEMMA 2. Ler K > 1/n. Then there exists K>0 and 0<0<n, such that
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Proof. We start from

Gm(K)= I

Using the Stirling formula, we get

m

We have

mm{n-\)m-'

where
(p(x) = (l-x)\n(n-l)-xlnx-(l-x)\n(l-x) 0<x<l.

The maximum of the function <p(x) on the segment [0,1] is In n and is attained at
the single point x = \/n. Hence,

max <p(x) = ln 0<ln n.

It follows from here that

I (m)(n-ir<mr

Besides,

Combining the last two estimates and slightly increasing 0, we get the required
inequality. •

A finite partition is said to distinguish the measures /i and v, if

where A is an atom of the partition.

LEMMA 3. Let the invariant measure v be mutually singular with the measure /A.

Then we can find an r and a system F of sphere cuts connecting the critical values
of the function fr, such that

(1) the domain (7= S2\T is simply-connected;
(2) (/i + iO(r) = 0;
(3) the partition mod 0 £ = {/IrC/}" = 1 distinguishes the measures /JL and v.

Proof. Fix e and /, such that

l - 2 T n " ' - 4 e > 0 ,

where r is the number of critical values of the function /. Since the measures //. and
v are mutually singular, one can find compact sets Kx and K2 such that

KlnK2 = 0;

>l-e and »>
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Construct a system F" of cuts connecting the points from Z, (/ has been chosen
above) so as to satisfy the following conditions:

(1) the domain U'= S2\F' should be simply-connected,

(2) (r+v)(n=o.
Afterwards find a neighbourhood A => F" such that (n + v)(A) < e and write

y = 52\A mur.

Further, set p = d(Ku K2) > 0. Find M such that if m > M, then for any branch /
of the function /~m in U' we have

diam (/I"1 V)< p.

Since the number of such branches is greater than nm(l— 2rn~l) we have

— m
A

, since conditional measures of partition f~le are uniform (see
§ 5). Further,

=u rr ( U'\D=u vrr u'\
A A

Hence,

Set / = {A | / I m V n ^ # 0}. Consider the set C = UAE, / I m V. We get

> l - 2 r n " ' - 2 e .

By definition of p and m, we have CnK2 = 0- Hence, v{C)<e. Finally, let

Therefore,

and

By the choice of / and e, we get fx(2)> v(3l).
Complete the cut system F" to the cut system F, connecting the points of Zm and
satisfying the conditions (1), (2) as well as F". Denote the simply-connected domain
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S2\F by U. There exist all branches of the function f~m in U. If f~x
m is an analytic

single-valued branch in U', then f\~m\U is an analytic single-valued branch in U.
Besides

and, therefore,
lx(f^mU) = n(f^mU') and v{f,JnL

Hence,

)rru)>v(urr
VAe/ / \Ae7

We have obtained what we needed: the partition {fimU}"Zi distinguishes the
measures n and v. •

THEOREM 9. A rational endomorphism f:S2^*S2 of the Riemann sphere has a
unique measure of maximal entropy.

Proof, h^if) is a concave functional semi-continuous from above on the space
Mf(S

2) of invariant probability measures (corollary 1 to theorem 8). Therefore,
the set W of measures of maximal entropy is a convex compact set. The extreme
points of W are the ergodic measures of maximal entropy. Hence, if | W\ > 1, then
there exists an ergodic measure of maximal entropy v, other than fi constructed in
theorem 1. (This may be shown without theorem 8, making use of the Rochlin
decomposition ([25]) of an arbitrary measure of maximal entropy into ergodic
components.) As /J. is also ergodic, then /u. and v are mutually singular.

By lemma 3 we find a simply-connected domain U = S2\T and an integer r. Set
g=fr, Uk = (gk

l U)\T, k = l,... ,N, where N = nr = degg. As the partition
mod 0 £ = {Uk} k=i distinguishes the measures /* and v, then one can find k e [ 1, N]
such that

HUk)>ti(Uk).

To be definite, set k to 1. There exists a compact V<= Uu such that

Fix K such that

For any measurable set X, point z e S2, and natural integer t denote by Sx,t(z) the
number of points of the trajectory {g'z}'~o contained in X. Set

T S V . - W ^ K i = t,t + l,.Ht = <zeS2

From the individual ergodic theorem it follows that v(H,)>0 for a sufficiently
large t.

Let us estimate hg(H,). Let 0<8<d(V,dU1). Consider the (m, 5)-net on the
sphere S2, constructed in § 6, points MM being chosen on the dense set
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Choose from this net a minimal set E which is the (m, 5)-net of H,. Each element
of E is uniquely determined by the triple (;', DMIA, zv). Besides, there exists zeH,,
such that uMiA e Bj(z; S) (otherwise the net E could be decreased). It follows from
the choice of S that if g'z e V, then /'t?MiA e LV Hence, if / ' s t, then

Si/1j(w|t,A)aSvj(z)aicy.

Since MM e Q, g'iv,A e I/, / = 0, 1 , . . . , ; . Therefore,

i.e. there exists a sequence (a0,..., a^), 1 < a,- < N such that
j-i

v^er\g~'Ua.= Ua „ . . . „ .
«=o

By induction on / we check that for the given (j. the index A is uniquely reconstructed
from the sequence (a0. • ••, «/-i)- Let the points uM)A and uMjA. be related to the
same sequence. It follows from the inductive hypothesis that gv^k =gvlitA- Bu t v^,\
and iv,ve Uao, hence

Furthermore, since S^jCu^^) > /<;', (jsit), (a0,..., otj-i) e G,(K). Because uM>A for
the fixed fi is uniquely reconstructed from the sequence (a0,..., a;_,), for ; > t,
the index A may take on at most

|Gy(l0| re**'

different values (lemma 2). This means that the triple (;', uM,A, z») may take at most

[ l - l m "I

I n' + K I 0M|Xm|ym =
;=0 ;=( Jdifferent values. So

for all sufficiently small S, therefore

Since v(H,) > 0, î̂ (g) < In N by lemma 1. Returning to /, we obtain a contradiction.

•
Having finished the present paper the author learned about a preprint by M. Gromov
where a similar formula has been obtained for the topological entropy of an analytic
endomorphism of the complex projective space CPK. Our approach differs essentially
from that of M. Gromov.
The author wishes to thank B. A. Rubstein for a simplification of the proof of
theorem 4(a).
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